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how exactly do we learn to be a person through living in this book peter jarvis demonstrates the ways in which we become social human beings it will appeal to a wide variety of audiences involved in the study of learning and development this book shouldn t exist seriously it shouldn t we wrote a whole book on the benefits of storytelling and how to tell good stories when in fact there is nothing more human than storytelling at narrative science our mission has always been and will always be to bring storytelling and humanity back into business we re building software to help computers tell us the story from data and we give those stories to every single employee in our company at the same time we are building programs to help our people realize their full potential through the power of human storytelling we want to empower you to do the same these are a few of our stories about how we ve brought storytelling back into our business and how you can too download your digital copy to get 36 ways to use storytelling to transform your business uplift your employees and ultimately let your biggest asset your people be more human assassins are they born or made do they choose this role out of necessity because they are forced to or because they enjoy killing and what do they do in their spare time these are just a few of the questions answered in this all original collection of twelve tales by fantasy s finest focusing on killers of all kinds from vree tanya huff s well known assassin from her quarters novels to a woman whose father s vengeful spirit forced her down dark magic s bloody path to an assassin seeking to escape his master s death spell here are spellbinding stories of murder and mayhem and the shadowy figures who sell death for a living what obligations to each other do people have or think they have that question comes up in relation to family and marriage relationships to law and to moral reasoning this novel and highly readable book takes it up in relation to inheritances to what people think they should leave or be left who should receive what when and why making the book novel is its range here are views about more than money covered are also houses land and an often neglected but emotion laden area the personal and often indivisible things that mean one is remembered as an individual making it novel also is its emphasis throughout on meanings and on what people see as matters of choice or flexibility even in countries where the legal codes specify who should receive what after death many european and most islamic codes allow far less choice than british based law does people still have room for decisions about what they give away to various heirs or spend before death what makes the book highly readable one reason is its timeliness currently lively for example are debates over parents balancing their own needs and wishes against those of their children spending the kids inheritance in one description another is the book s style the writing is straightforward theory is not neglected but there is an absence of jargon the material is also mostly based on narratives on people s own descriptions of arrangements that worked well or did not work well and on why they thought so that base makes the book far from dry and far from being an account only of negative feelings objections challenges and family rifts it also makes it more relevant at times of indecision or misunderstanding in short a book for many readers both within the social sciences and beyond it daniel goleman the literary catalyst for worldwide interest in emotional intelligence sets the stage for this groundbreaking book in his foreword explaining its landmark importance people can be educated to be more emotionally intelligent and this particular type of education takes place through a specific type of parenting at home formal education at school and training and coaching at work as a result of this education extensively described in this comprehensive book people s lives can be improved they can become more effective productive and content in what they do some of the best known researchers professors and practitioners worldwide team up in this work to recognize and reflect the rapidly growing global interest in scientifically based applications of emotional intelligence in education to show readers the diverse applications of ei and to guide them in applying what is known about this topic the breadth of coverage array of experts international scope and clear practical tone of this book will appeal to parents educators psychologists counselors trainers and corporate coaches mental
health and human resource practitioners and healthcare providers parents and educators need to perform their caregiving roles and teach with emotional intelligence if children are to develop the skills and discernment needed to cope with the complexities of an increasingly globalized world workplaces that apply emotional intelligence are more pleasant places in which to work provide a more fulfilling experience for employees and are in the end more productive organizations emotional intelligence can be developed by most individuals to increase performance in many areas of life and a growing body of evidence indicates ei skills may improve physical health as well as mental health this book will become a benchmark for future researchers and practitioners throughout our lives we face many challenges both personal and professional often we struggle to know how best to cope and wish we had greater personal resources to draw upon this book can help based on the science and principles of positive psychology build the person you want to be provides you with the tools you need to foster greater resilience and mental wellbeing the oranges toolkit focuses on the seven key elements that support human flourishing and meaning optimism resilience attitude now mindfulness gratitude energy and strengths through an exploration of the current research it shows that if you can increase your positive emotions engagement relationships meaning and accomplishments you enhance the capacity to handle life s challenges and reduce the impact of the things that hold you back such as fears anxieties and doubts the book outlines ways to practise and build skills to re orientate your thinking from what is wrong to what is right and despite life s adversities to bounce back and thrive whether you want to improve your organization s work culture or wish to bolster your own inner resources the oranges toolkit will help you create a more meaningful life and boost resilience optimism and mental wellbeing new kinds of smart presents the most important of these changes to practising teachers and educators and invites them to think about their implications for school this book provides an account of how the theory of attachment based exploratory interest sharing tabeis and the practise of goal corrected empathic attunement gcea was used in a university setting to support staff it works in three ways firstly it raises attachment theory one of the pillars of self understanding into a central place in terms of reflecting on and learning from the dynamics of business and organisations neath explores how well this attachment theory sits with other theories of self and relationships such as transactional analysis and the person centred approach secondly it is an account of how neath took an application of mccluskey s theory the mccluskey model for exploring the dynamics of attachment in adult life to the university of leeds with learning points made along the way exploring the practise of a therapeutic style of group facilitation and reflection on good practice for professional adult learning and teaching techniques thirdly it acts as a handbook for anyone wishing to replicate neath s work and includes feedback from participants both during and after the training process it will appeal to those new to training counselling organisational developers and those wishing to enjoy and see the potential of the work of mccluskey at first glance a reader might mistake it s fun to be a person i don t know for a juicy hollywood tell all given chachi d hauser s background as the great granddaughter of roy disney a cofounder with his brother walt of the walt disney company and to her credit hauser doesn t shy away from confronting painful family memories when considering how the stories myths and rumors surrounding this entertainment empire have influenced her own imagination but family history is only one strand in this intricate and variegated weave that also interlaces the social and environmental history of hauser s adopted hometown of new orleans intimate reflections on love and navigating open relationships and a searing self examination that reveals a gender fluidity chafing against social barriers hauser s innovative and multifaceted narrative navigates a variety of terrains seeking truth as its final destination while the family company excels in fantasy hauser s story is that of a young documentary filmmaker determined to train a sharply focused lens on the reality of her lived experiences
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this book shouldn’t exist seriously it shouldn’t we wrote a whole book on the benefits of storytelling and how to tell good stories when in fact there is nothing more human than storytelling at narrative science our mission has always been and will always be to bring storytelling and humanity back into business we’re building software to help computers tell us the story from data and we give those stories to every single employee in our company at the same time we are building programs to help our people realize their full potential through the power of human storytelling we want to empower you to do the same these are a few of our stories about how we’ve brought storytelling back into our business and how you can too download your digital copy to get 36 ways to use storytelling to transform your business uplift your employees and ultimately let your biggest asset your people be more human
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assassins are they born or made do they choose this role out of necessity because they are forced to or because they enjoy killing and what do they do in their spare time these are just a few of the questions answered in this all original collection of twelve tales by fantasy’s finest focusing on killers of all kinds from vree tanya huff’s well known assassin from her quarters novels to a woman whose father’s vengeful spirit forced her down dark magic’s bloody path to an assassin seeking to escape his master’s death spell here are spellbinding stories of murder and mayhem and the shadowy figures who sell death for a living
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what obligations to each other do people have or think they have that question comes up in relation to family and marriage relationships to law and to moral reasoning this novel and highly readable book takes it up in relation to inheritances to what people think they should leave or be left who should receive what when and why making the book novel is its range here are views about more than money covered are also houses land and an often neglected but emotion laden area the personal and often indivisible things that mean one is remembered as an individual making it novel also is its emphasis throughout on meanings and on what people see as matters of choice or flexibility even in countries where the legal codes specify who should receive what after death many european and most islamic codes allow far less choice than british based law does people still have room for decisions about what they give away to various heirs or spend before death what makes the book highly readable one reason is its timeliness currently lively for example are debates over parents balancing their own needs and wishes against those of their children spending the kids inheritance in one description another is the book’s style the writing is straightforward theory is not neglected but there is an absence of jargon the material is also mostly based on narratives on people’s own descriptions of arrangements that worked well or did not work well and on why they thought so that base makes the book far from dry and far from being an account only of negative feelings objections challenges and family rifts it also makes it more relevant at times of indecision or misunderstanding in short a book for many readers both within the social sciences and beyond it
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daniel goleman the literary catalyst for worldwide interest in emotional intelligence sets the stage for this groundbreaking book in his foreword explaining its landmark importance people can be educated to be more emotionally intelligent and this particular type of education takes place through a specific type of parenting at home formal education at school and training and coaching at work as a result of this education extensively described in this comprehensive book people s lives can be improved they can become more effective productive and content in what they do some of the best known researchers professors and practitioners worldwide team up in this work to recognize and reflect the rapidly growing global interest in scientifically based applications of emotional intelligence in education to show readers the diverse applications of ei and to guide them in applying what is known about this topic the breadth of coverage array of experts international scope and clear practical tone of this book will appeal to parents educators psychologists counselors trainers and corporate coaches mental health and human resource practitioners and healthcare providers parents and educators need to perform their caregiving roles and teach with emotional intelligence if children are to develop the skills and discernment needed to cope with the complexities of an increasingly globalized world workplaces that apply emotional intelligence are more pleasant places in which to work provide a more fulfilling experience for employees and are in the end more productive organizations emotional intelligence can be developed by most individuals to increase performance in many areas of life and a growing body of evidence indicates ei skills may improve physical health as well as mental health this book will become a benchmark for future researchers and practitioners
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throughout our lives we face many challenges both personal and professional often we struggle to know how best to cope and wish we had greater personal resources to draw upon this book can help based on the science and principles of positive psychology build the person you want to be provides you with the tools you need to foster greater resilience and mental wellbeing the oranges toolkit focuses on the seven key elements that support human flourishing and meaning optimism resilience attitude now mindfulness gratitude energy and strengths through an exploration of the current research it shows that if you can increase your positive emotions engagement relationships meaning and accomplishments you enhance the capacity to handle life s challenges and reduce the impact of the things that hold you back such as fears anxieties and doubts the book outlines ways to practise and build skills to re orientate your thinking from what is wrong to what is right and despite life s adversities to bounce back and thrive whether you want to improve your organization s work culture or wish to bolster your own inner resources the oranges toolkit will help you create a more meaningful life and boost resilience optimism and mental wellbeing
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new kinds of smart presents the most important of these changes to practising teachers and educators and invites them to think about their implications for school
this book provides an account of how the theory of attachment based exploratory interest sharing tabeis and the practise of goal corrected empathic attunement gcea was used in a university setting to support staff it works in three ways firstly it raises attachment theory one of the pillars of self understanding into a central place in terms of reflecting on and learning from the dynamics of business and organisations neath explores how well this attachment theory sits with other theories of self and relationships such as transactional analysis and the person centred approach secondly it is an account of how neath took an application of mccluskey s theory the mccluskey model for exploring the dynamics of attachment in adult life to the university of leeds with learning points made along the way exploring the practise of a therapeutic style of group facilitation and reflection on good practice for professional adult learning and teaching techniques thirdly it acts as a handbook for anyone wishing to replicate neath s work and includes feedback from participants both during and after the training process it will appeal to those new to training counselling organisational developers and those wishing to enjoy and see the potential of the work of mccluskey
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at first glance a reader might mistake it s fun to be a person i don t know for a juicy hollywood tell all given chachi d hauser s background as the great granddaughter of roy disney a cofounder with his brother walt of the walt disney company and to her credit hauser doesn t shy away from confronting painful family memories when considering how the stories myths and rumors surrounding this entertainment empire have influenced her own imagination but family history is only one strand in this intricate and variegated weave that also interlaces the social and environmental history of hauser s adopted hometown of new orleans intimate reflections on love and navigating open relationships and a searing self examination that reveals a gender fluidity chafing against social barriers hauser s innovative and multifaceted narrative navigates a variety of terrains seeking truth as its final destination while the family company excels in fantasy hauser s story is that of a young documentary filmmaker determined to train a sharply focused lens on the reality of her lived experiences
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